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Introduction
On Wednesday 15 September 2021, we held our annual
Members’ Strategy Day (MSD). This was a hybrid event held
exclusively for ETP Members. ETP’s Members’ Strategy Day
was divided into the following three sessions:
• Strategy2030.
• Regional round-up.
• Debate: Role of certification.
The MSD was preceded by ETP’s Annual General Meeting
(AGM), where it was announced that Ian Midgely, Chair of
the ETP Board, would not be standing for re-election. The
minutes for the AGM can be found here.
This report provides a summary account of the MSD, including
information shared and discussions held with members. In
accordance with the Chatham House Rule, all discussion
points have been anonymised.

Chris O’Donovan
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Welcome
ETP’s MSD 2021 began with a warm welcome from Ian
Midgely, Chair of the ETP Board. Ian reflected on the fruitful
discussions and innovative ideas that have come out of
previous ETP Members’ Strategy Days during the last ten
years of his chairmanship. All members of ETP’s global team
introduced themselves.

WHO CAME?
14 MEMBERS
IN-PERSON

Rashid

52 MEMBERS
VIRTUALLY
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Session one:
Strategy2030
Jenny Costelloe, ETP’s Executive Director introduced the
ETP’s Strategy2030 and described the strategy development
process, including stakeholder consultation.

Liberal Seburikoko, Interim Regional Director (Africa),
continued the strategy narrative by exploring the challenges
faced by ETP in bringing about transformational change
in tea communities. ETP’s focus will be centred on Pilots,
Projects and Policy work and on activities that support
systemic change, delivered by diverse, innovative, and
disruptive partnerships.

Chris O’Donovan
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Strategy Pillars:
Projects, Pilots
and Policy
Ishan Rajasuriah, Regional Manager (Sri Lanka), highlighted
that project activity will be centred around participatory
approaches, contributing to transformational change,
aligned to the UN Social Development Goals (SDGs), and
strengthened with strong monitoring and evaluation.
ETP’s Business and Innovation Lead, Anu Huhtisaari,
explained how business pilots will be vital. By helping to
change business practices and operations there is a real
opportunity to achieve transformational change throughout
the value chain. ETP is well placed to facilitate this learning
between companies, communities, and partners.
Policy Officer, Lewis Verrinder shared that policy is a new
focus for ETP’s strategy and will address the fact that
legislation in tea origins is often outdated. ETP will build a
compendium of evidence-based positions to influence policy
development and government regulation impacting the tea
sector and its communities. ETP will produce best practice
policy guidance for the industry, including position papers,
briefings and factsheets.

Abbie Trayler-Smith/Panos
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Strategy Foundations:
Shared Learning,
Communications and
Diverse Partnerships
Working with our regional teams in seven countries and our global members,
ETP can facilitate the sharing of learning from interventions in the tea sector. Dr
Xing Ma, Regional Manager (China), outlined ETP’s aim to compile insights and
data sharing pertinent to a wide range of stakeholders in tea. Xing noted that ETP
is well-positioned to capture and share lessons learnt, thanks to the extensive
experience of the global team. The robust measurement and evaluation of our
projects are fundamental, and Xing highlighted how data collection fed into the
China team’s insight and research reports. As a UK-based Regional Manager,
Xing reflected on her unique opportunity to broker learning across regions.
Sal Lalji, Head of Global Communications, shared ETP’s communications goals
to raise awareness of the issues in tea and to position ETP as experts in tea as
well as working to influence policy change.
ETP’s partnerships are guided by the principles of mutual trust, equality, and
learning. ETP works with partners who have a shared vision.
Jane Nyambura, Stakeholder and Partnerships Manager, reflected on her
experiences at ETP and highlighted the importance of establishing long-standing
and productive partnerships. Jane thinks there has previously been an over
reliance on too few partners. ETP will look to diversify its partnerships portfolio
and explore more innovative collaborations with the aim to share expertise, ideas,
networks, and resources. This collaborative approach will make the tea sector
stronger.

Denje/TEK Productions
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Theory of change:
Economics
Diya Kharwadkar, Programme Manager (India), introduced the
first thematic area, Economics. Diya explains this means ensuring
good livelihoods for everyone in tea supply chains through working to improve incomes and wages.

“ECONOMICS
OF TEA IS ONE
OF THE MOST
PERPLEXING
CHALLENGES
IN TEA”
DIYA KHARWADKAR

In India, ETP will continue to build on existing innovations such
as the Plantation Community Empowerment Programme (PCEP),
which uses a participatory approach to support communities to
access benefits.

Denje/TEK Productions
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Theory of change:
Equality
Thwango Ndalama, Regional Manager (Malawi), explained the
Equality impact area of focus, which looks to improve equality
especially for the most vulnerable, women and young people.

Over the last six months, ETP has been developing tools and
processes to support its commitment to gender transformative
work and bolster this area of focus. ETP will work to improve the
skills and capabilities of women, support gender transformative
mechanisms in the workplace, including grievance mechanisms
and policies.

Abbie Trayler-Smith/Panos
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Theory of change:
Environment
Finally, Rachel Cracknell, ETP’s Climate and Environment Lead,
outlined how ETP aims to be the “go-to” organisation for tea and
climate change.

ETP will support members to make meaningful emissions
reductions, developing ways to inset carbon emissions. ETP will
convene and develop flagship programmes, piloting of new and
innovative ideas including regenerative agriculture and payment
for ecosystem services (PES).

Denje/TEK Productions
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Operationalising
the Strategy
Premila Sattianayagam, ETP’s Head of Finance and Operations,
explained that ETP’s position as a progressive and accountable
organisation will be made possible through a strong finance and
operations strategy.
ETP is embracing a change in management mindset, with an
immediate focus on increasing financial transparency and
emboldening global decision making.

Andy Hall
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Discussion
The strategy presentation provoked a vibrant conversation engaging both online
and in-person participants. Members asked a range of questions and reflected on
what they took away from the strategy presentation.
A question was raised asking whether the strategy has enabled greater focus, and
in doing so, moved attention away from some geographies or types of projects.
Jenny explained the guiding principle is for work to be designed and led by the
communities we are working with. Jenny also added that ETP is unlikely to expand
work on nutrition as the tangible outcomes are so hard to quantify. ETP will move
away from smaller, standalone projects and focus on transformational change with
global, holistic projects, bringing together multiple members in multiple contexts.

“WHILST WE ARE CONTINUING
OUR VITAL WORK IN
DELIVERING PROJECTS
ON THE GROUND, IT IS
IMPORTANT TO ALSO
RECOGNISE THAT ETP IS
EXPANDING ITS BREADTH
WITH THE POLICY AND PILOT
PILLARS. THESE WILL PROVIDE
ADDITIONAL ENGAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES FOR
MEMBERS.”
JENNY COSTELLOE

Chris O’Donovan

In response to a question regarding
smaller members coming together to
join a programme on carbon and tea,
Climate and Environment Lead, Rachel
Cracknell confirmed this is a body
of work ETP is looking into. Rachel
added that ETP is passionate to create
opportunities for companies to come
together to reduce emissions in their
value chains through the development
of carbon credits.
Liberal was asked to outline ETP’s
approach on projects based in Africa
on living wage and living income.
Liberal emphasised the multipronged
approach that ETP will take in Rwanda
trialling different ideas. “There is no
silver bullet to improve livelihoods”
said Liberal.
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Another question was raised on whether successes are being celebrated and
shared enough and how they could be used to share best practices and drive
the membership. Jenny highlighted the impressive numbers in the last five-year
strategy in which over 1 million tea workers and farmers were reached indirectly.

“IT WAS NICE TO SEE THE
STRATEGY EVOLVING TOWARDS
MORE INTEGRATED PROJECT
WORK THAT STRETCH ACROSS THE
STRATEGY. RATHER THAN THE MORE
PIECEMEAL, SMALLER PROJECTS.
THE SYSTEMIC APPROACH
IS OBVIOUSLY MORE LIKELY TO HAVE
SUSTAINED CHANGE IN THE
LONGER TERM”
Jenny continued that the stakeholder consultation in 2019 also encouraged ETP
to share more of its successes. The communications team has spoken to all ETP
Members over the past year to understand how to articulate the value of ETP
membership. Consideration is also being given to ETP membership and how
membership could be opened up further to different types of members, such as
retailers and producers.

Rashid
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Session two:
Regional roundup
Updates from Africa
ETP’s Regional Managers from Kenya, Malawi and Rwanda shared updates and plans
from each country, respectively. You can see these again here.
Discussion
There was interest in ETP’s Low Carbon Tea project. Rachel, explained how ETP has
played an integral role in scoping and developing a tripartite programme with the
Kenyan, Chinese and German governments on Low Carbon Tea production. ETP has
highlighted the importance of engaging tea buyers so that resulting low carbon tea has
a market. A briefing document will follow once the project has officially begun. Jane
emphasised the relevance of this project considering that we are now in a climate crisis.

“I STRONGLY BELIEVE THAT
THE COMMUNITY APPROACH
IS THE WAY TO GO, AND
IT CAN WORK IN BOTH
THE PLANTATION AND THE
SMALLHOLDER SET UP.”

A member, particularly impressed
with the PCEP programme enquired
whether there might be plans to roll a
similar project in East Africa. Reflecting
the emphasis of such participatory and
community-lead programming in the
new strategy, Jane highlighted that ETP
is working to start programmes which
have participatory approaches at
their heart.

Thwango, agreed that the concept is also central to ETP’s work in Malawi with new
programmes including working with Community Development Fora, (a platform for
collaborative decision making which includes tea workers at its core).
Finally, Liberal agreed it is also possible in Rwanda but cautioned that cooperative
movements (and the strong oversight commanded by the government) may be a barrier.
A question was asked about how the progress made by the five-year Malawi Tea 2020
programme (which ended last year) has been taken up and whether producers are
still abiding by these principles. Thwango confirmed producers are working, albeit at
different paces, to build on the foundation laid by Malawi Tea 2020.

Andy Hall
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Updates from Asia
ETP’s country managers from India, Sri Lanka, China and Indonesia shared updates
and plans from each country, respectively. You can see these again here.
Discussion
Jenny highlighted how WeChat (a Chinese multi-purpose instant messaging, social
media and mobile payment app) has enabled ETP to engage officially in partnerships
with academic and research institutions and online recruiters in China.
Jenny then invited Nadia de la Vega, Tea Sustainability & Content Director at DAVIDsTEA
to share details of a new partnership with ETP’s China team. DAVIDsTEA is working
with ETP to establish child-friendly spaces for children of tea workers in China.
Regarding ETP’s scale-up of the Plantation Community Empowerment Programme
(PCEP) to 20 tea estates in Assam, a member asked what the barriers are to rolling out
the programme. Diya shared that with the PCEP Community Development Fora (CDF)1
are established on each tea estate and how this is time and resource intensive, requiring
a significant amount of engagement with communities and producer companies. That
engagement comes through ETP and the ETP Members purchasing tea from those
estates, along with on-the-ground implementation partners supporting capacitybuilding and training programmes.
In parallel, the Assam Government has now mandated all estates to establish ‘labour
welfare committees’. The structure and function of these committees look to be very
aligned to the CDFs. In view of this development and scaling up to 20 estates, ETP
is keen to engage with the government further to understand more about the ‘labour
welfare committees.

CDFs are “mini-parliaments” comprising elected representatives from the tea estate’s working and non-working
population, community groups, unions, and management.

1

Abbie Trayler-Smith/Panos
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Session three:
The role of
certification
The final session explored the role of certification within the
industry. As a reminder and clarification, it was explained that
ETP has moved away from an auditing body into a platform
organisation, which convenes stakeholders to work together
to improve the lives of people in tea communities.
Three ETP Members, (covering both the packer and
consumer perspective), were invited to share their thoughts
on certification in the industry. A vocal supporter of
certification explained that certification is vital for companies
and the industry as it establishes common benchmarks for
sustainability, welfare, and standards within tea.
The benefits of certification were highlighted further, such as
through wage increases and improvements in worker safety.
However, it was also recognised that there are issues with
certification in its current form. For example, many important
living standards and welfare indicators are missed such as
housing standards, women’s safety, and gender inequality.
There was a discussion about the metrics that constitute
certification, with mention of a major pitfall of certification
being that currently it highlights issues and does not present
solutions.

Abbie Trayler-Smith/Panos
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Another member agreed that certification is important as it provides proof that a
company is aiming to source ethically, but the same member went on to explain that a
standard is not enough as it only just improves upon the legal requirement for labour
standards.
Furthermore, consumers are often poorly educated on what certification labels stand for
and are starting to question their merits. It was agreed that companies should be doing
more to ensure that their supply chains are ethical and sustainable. It was proposed
that companies themselves should produce their own standards and codes of conduct
that they abide by when procuring and invest in educating the consumer on what is
behind their product beyond a certification label.
However, it was pointed out that certifiers provide an independent voice and as such
certification should act as a tool for verification of a company’s own standards to provide
assurance to the consumer.
It was also highlighted that for speciality tea, the cost of certification is high and as
these teas are usually bought in smaller quantities it makes it difficult to certify.
The role of certification in tackling environmental and climate issues was also addressed,
with one member arguing that the future role of certification standards should focus on
climate and environmental issues and should give guidance to producers on how to
adapt and mitigate the impacts of climate change as consumers will start to demand
this type of information.
It was agreed that companies should work together and with wider stakeholders to
develop an integrated approach to improving the sustainability of supply chains.
Following this, other members were invited to contribute to the debate on the role
of certification in the tea industry. A variety of views were presented with many
stakeholders recognising the merits of certification but urging caution on an overreliance on certification to solve issues within the sector, as well as new consumerdriven sustainability trends that could limit the role of certification.

Chris O’Donovan
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An interesting question was raised about the demand for certification globally –
interrogating whether ETP as a Western-dominated membership is in the minority, or
whether the growing middle classes of India and China are clamouring for certification
as well. One member responded that there is a grassroots movement in India demanding
a more ethical supply chain and there is a growing response with more certification
logos appearing on packs.
However, in both India and China and in Western markets, the consensus was that there
is not a preference to a certain body certifying a site, but there is a growing demand
to be seen as ‘doing good’. In response, a member queried whether there is a role for
government to push the demand for certified tea given that China and India produce
for a domestic market.
Next a member questioned the merits of certification explaining that certification does
not necessarily represent product quality and that the key thing the consumer is looking
for is a clear level of transparency around the product. It was agreed that “Consumers
are demanding, but not discerning, when it comes to certification bodies.” Consumers
do not fully understand the issues in supply chains and as a result there appears to
be a need to educate consumers on what certification is and the difference between
different certifying bodies.
An interesting take from one retailer was that customers are looking to have an active
role in the sustainability of a product but can be more concerned with trends such as
the use of plastic in packaging, rather than understanding the issues throughout the
whole supply chain, and as a result consumers can be less concerned with branding
and on-pack certification.
In conclusion certification is still seen as important to most consumers in Western
countries. As a result, the view for many producers is that “certification gives credibility
to export” and is still of immense value as it is “a license to operate.”

Alejandro Rugama
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The discussion moved on to the merits of Rainforest Alliance’s new 2020 Sustainable
Agriculture Standard requirements for organisations to ensure that responsibility for
sustainability is shared across the entire supply chain. It was highlighted that policy
work is essential to achieve sustainability outcomes, as farmers often feel demoralised
that they are expending time and money investing in sustainable practices but are not
seeing financial gains from their efforts. The farmer needs to see a correlation between
effort and return and this can be delivered if investment is made throughout the supply
chain.
The question of oversight of the Sustainability Differential (SD) and Sustainability
Investments (SI) requirements and the influence of buyers was raised. Whilst
recognising the burden on farmers, several companies expressed concern that these
new requirements could give brands and Rainforest Alliance control over programmes
in tea growing communities, yet it is the producers and smallholders who are best
placed to determine the initiatives that will raise living standards. In addition, Rainforest
Alliance’s experience in delivering programmes was queried as it is a move away from
their traditional business model.
Finally, it was unanimously agreed that any price premium obtained through certification
should benefit farmers and workers rather than increase the revenue of tea companies.
The session ended with a discussion of the role that ETP could play in strengthening
certification in the industry. It was explained that ETP understands that audits can be
a useful tool when trying to raise standards, but audits are not enough to address the
fundamental issues that are holding back the sustainability of tea. Now that there is
large-scale certification in the industry, ETP is concentrating its efforts on achieving
long-term change; hence ETP phased out its auditing programme.

Chris O’Donovan
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Different members took the opportunity to outline how they felt the ETP could strengthen
certification. It was proposed that ETP should be the organisation to help certification
bodies design interventions in response to the issues identified by audits. Members
also suggested that ETP should step in and design interventions that tackle systemic
problems complementary to certificating bodies, using certification and audits as
diagnostic tools.
Similarly, highlighting a limitation of certification, another member argued that ETP
should be the organisation to address issues that may be missed by certification alone
such as community empowerment, gender, housing standards etc. It was also proposed
that ETP almost act as a regulator for the industry and be the organisation that whistleblowers could potentially go to. Another member agreed, arguing that they have been
surprised by some incidents that audits have missed, commending ETP as a credible
source that the industry, communities, and other stakeholders’ approach for advice.
Jenny Costelloe closed the session with a summary of the debate. The benefits of
certification were listed including a level of assurance for the consumer, an independent
check outside of the buyer/retailer, improving issues around pesticides, lifting people out
of poverty through living wage and incomes etc. But it was also agreed that certification
in its current form has its limitations and there is a void for ETP and its members to fill
in providing systemic change for a more ethical and sustainable tea industry.

Abbie Trayler-Smith/Panos
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Closing
Remarks
Simon Hotchkin, ETP’s vice-chair took the opportunity to
recognise Ian Midgley’s valuable contribution to ETP over the
past ten years as Chair of the Board. Ian shared his thanks
and wished ETP well.
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